NOW   OR    NEVER
aware of the reception the Austrian ChancLilnr was re-
ceiving. If PoliakofTs estimate or" Hitler's objectives had
substance, Eden and Chamberlain had had two months
in which to consider how best to counter the Fiihrcr's
schemes. At any rate it is obvious that EdcrTs and Chuin-
berlain's attitude to an Anglo-Italian r^pp-'-^'timer:: was
urgently affected by their advance knowledge of H:tk-r\
resolve to incorporate Austria in the Reich.
On Friday, i8th February, Eden was answering qu'-W *ns
for the last time as Foreign Secretary. Atlee asked whether
he had any further inibrmation regarding the Austrian
situation. All Eden could offer was that His Mary's
Government had always taken, and would continue to ukc,
an interest in the Austrian question, not only on its own
account but in relation to Central Europe as a whole:
attlee: * If I repeat the question on Monday will the
right hon. gentleman have any further information r "
eden: ' I certainly hope to be in a position to make a much
fuller statement on Monday '
—an interesting example of tragic irony and one that cannot
be wholly brushed aside by those who claim that Eden's
resignation was premeditated over weeks. In the Daily
Telegraph of I9th February there was no hint of any serious
divergence of views between Chamberlain and Eden. Eden,
according to the political correspondent, was expected to
submit a detailed report to the Cabinet for its emergency
Saturday afternoon meeting. ' The Cabinet will also review
Anglo-Italian relations. As a result of Mr. Chamberlain's
talks yesterday with Count Grandi, the Italian Ambassador,
the Premier's direct communications with Signer Mussolini
may be renewed.*
The world was waiting for the latest of Hitler's mono-
logues. He was expected to refer not only to the inner mean-
ing of the great army purge, carried out with his customary
finesse and precision at the beginning of the month, but also
to his plans for the immediate future. The world was
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